1. Approval of the agenda (1 minute)

2. Approval of minutes April 18, 2016 (1 minute)

3. Chair updates (30 minutes)
   - GE SLO assessment group (Quantitative Reasoning) - results
   - ASGC presentation (Tuesday May 10)
   - Division presentations (Math/Sci, English)
   - Upcoming email to faculty about this semester's work

4. Fall 2016: What we will be working on (30 minutes)
   - Preparing policies & procedures defining our CSM assessment cycle to present to ASGC for their consideration
   - Touring divisions to explain policies & procedures
   - Updating the new SLO website to reflect policies and procedures
   - Researching ways to make SLO data collection much less onerous (data-tagging assignments? Different reporting structures?)
   - Flex activities